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1. INTRODUCTION 
The boundary value problem for the one-dimensional p-Laplacian 
(~p (y')) '  + f ( t ,y )=0,  te  (0,1), (1) 
y(0) - -  y(1) = 0, 
where ~p(S) = [s[P-2s, p > 1, has been studied extensively. For details, see, for example, [1 4]. 
The boundary value problem treated in tile above-mentioned references is not able to possess 
singularity. 
In [5], Wang and Gao considered the BVP 
(~p (y'))' + k(t)f(y) = 0, t c (0, 1), 
y(0) = y(1) = 0. 
In the article, they supposed that  f(u) is nonincreasing in (0, +oc).  It was a critical condition in 
the proof. 
see  [6-8], 
On the other hand, many authors have considered a particular case of (1) for p = 2, 
y" + f ( t ,  y) = O, t E (0, 1), 
y(0)  = y(1)  = 0. 
They all assumed that f was monotone for y. Monotone condition is very important.  
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This paper discusses the singular boundary value problem (1), but we eliminate the monotone 
condition. We obtain an existence theorem by using a fixed-point heorem in cones which no one 
has used to study p-Laplacian. 
The following well-known lemma is very crucial in our arguments, see [9, p. 240]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a Banach space, K C_ X a cone in X. For 0 < 5 < r, define Kr = {y • 
K : lyl < r}. Assume that F : Kr --~ K is a compact map such that 
(a) Fy~Ay,  Vly l=r ,  andA> 1; 
(b) Fy~Ay,  Vly l=6,  andA< 1; 
(c) inf{lFyl : lyl = 5} > 0. 
Then F has a fixed point in -K-~r\K~. 
COROLLARY 1.1. F, Kr ,K  are defined as Lemma 1.1, if 
(a) IFy[ <_ [Yl = r, Vlyl = r; 
(b) IFyl >_ lYl = ~, v lyl = ~. 
Then F has a fixed point in K~\K~. 
To be precise, we write C+[0,1] = C([0,1],[0, oc)). B(0, a) = {y • 6'+[0,1] : Ilyll0 < ~}, 
B[0,1] = {y • c+[0,  1}: y(0) -- y(1) = 0, y is convex}. It is easily verified that  B[0, 1] C C+[0, 1] 
is a cone. Ba = B(O, a) C-I B[0, 1]. OBa = OB(O, a) n B[0, 1]. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS AND PROOF 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose the following. 
(H1) f • C((0,1) x [0, oc),[0, oo)), f(t,y) <_ p(t)q(y), where 
f.1 _ I t  ps  f~/~ ~;t(f~/~p(~)d~)ds + J1/~ ~ U1/ :P (~)d~)ds  < oo. 
(H2) 3 a > 0, such that 
(1) 
q s c([o, ~o), (o, oo)), o < 
{[1/2 (~1/2 max 
max (¢9; 1 p(r) ye[g,,(~),~] 
J 0  
q(y) dr) ds, 
/2 ~p l  /2 p(r) 
max q(y) d r )ds}<a;  
ye[g,,(r),a] 
(ii) f(t,O) <_ f(t,u), 0 < t < 1, 0 < u < a. ~ to • (0,1), such that f(to,O) > O, where 
1 at, o<_t<_~, 
g~(t )  = I 
a(1- - t ) ,  ~ <t  < 1. 
(H3) 30</3<a,  suchthat  
min ~p l  min 
JO v~[m~(~),N 
)/11 f(r,y) dr ds, ~1 min 
12 12 yc[m~(r).Z] 
f ( r ,y)dr)  ds} >_/3. 
Then BVP (1) has at least one solution y E C1[0, 1],pp(y') c C(0, 1), and ~ _< Ilyllo -< a. 
For Vy E B(0, a), define 
x(t) := ~ot~ 1 ( f f f  f(r,y(r))dr) ds -  / l~p  I ( /S f ( r ,y ( r ) )d r )  ds, O<t<l .  
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Clearly, x(t) is continuous, nondecreasing in (0, 1) and x(0+) < 0 < x (0 - ) .  Thus, x(t) has zeros 
in (0, 1). Let A be a zero of x(t) in (0, 1). Then, 
~0A~9;1 (~sAf(T,y(r))dr) ds -- fl~gp' (/;f(.,~(r))dFl ds. (2) 
Define the operator 
T: B(O,a) --+ B[0, 1] by 
fo ~p 1 f ( r ,y ( r ) )d r  ds, O<t<A,  
(Ty)(t) := 1 .~ (3) 
ft ~PPl (~  f(r 'y(r))dr)  ds, A<t<l ,  
where A is satisfied (2). 
LEMMA 2.1. The operator T is compact from B(O,a) to t310, 1]. 
PROOF. We first show TB(O, a) is bounded. Put 
qa = sup{q(y):  y E [O,a]}, 
( / ; )  fo qopl p(r) dr ds~; l(qa), 0 <t  < A*, 
ua( t )  :=" 1 
ft v ) ; l ( Lp( r )dr )ds~; l (qc* ) '  A*<t<l ,  
where A* is a zero of the function 
X(t) := ~0t~p I (fstq(r)dr)ds-fl gppl (/t'Sq(r) dr)ds, 
and 
0<t<l ,  
u(t) = (Ty)(t), 
uo(t) = (TO)(t), 
Vy E B(O,a), 0<t<l ,  
0<t<l .  
So 
f(t, O) <_ f(t, .q) <_ q(t)%, (4) 
! ! (~gp (Ua)) = -p(t)q~, t C (0, 1), (5) 
(~p (u'))' = - f ( t ,  g), t • (0, 1), (6) 
(~p (U'o))' = - f ( t ,  0), t • (0, 1). (r) 
We can obtain that  uo(t) < u(t) <_ ua(t), t E (0,1). Otherwise, there would exist to • (0, 1) 
at which u(to) > u~(to), and hence, there would exist an interval (a, b) such that u(t) > u,~(t) 
in (a. b) and u(a) - u~(a) = u(b) - u~(b) = 0. Let m = u(B) - u~(B) be the positive maximum 
of u(t) - u~(t) on [a,b]. Then B C (a,b) and u'(B) = u'(B). Integrating both sides of the 
equalities (5) and (6) over [s, B], a < s < B, we get 
( /; ) u2(s ) = qo; 1 qOp (u~(B)) + q(~ p(r)dr , 
u ' ( s )=~;  1 qop(u'(B))+ f(r,y(r))dr . 
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Integrating both sides of the above equality from a to B, we obtain 
u~(B) - u~(a) = fSo ~;1 (u;(B))  + p(r) dr as, 
u(B) - u(a) = fSo v;1 (~'(B)) + f(r, y(r)) dr ds. 
Consequently, we are led to a contraction 0 < m = u(B) - u~(B <_ 0 using inequality (4). It is 
similar that  uo(t) <_ u(t), t ¢ (0, 1). Hence, 
]lZYl[o < Ilu~llo = u, (A*), Vy E B(O,a). (S) 
We next show the equicontinuity of TB(O, a) on [0, 1]. For any ¢ > 0, from the continuity of u~ (t) 
on [0, 1], it follows that  there is a 51 ¢ (0, 1/4) such that 
us (e61), us (1 - 261) < ~. 
If (Ty)(A) < e, then for any tl, t2 E [0, 1], 
[(Ty) (tl) - -  (Ty)(t2)[ _< [(Ty)(d) - (Ty)(0)[ < ~. 
If (Ty)(A) > e, then A E [261,1 - 251], and hence, for t E [61,1 - 61], 
I(Ty)'(t)] = f(r,y(r))dr < ~pl (q~)~pl 1 p(r)dr = L. 
Put 52 = ¢/L, then for tl, t2 E [61, 1 -61],  It1 - t2 ]  < 62, 
](Ty) (tl) - (Ty) (t2)[ _< [(Ty)'(~)] It1 - t2[ < L62 = ¢, 
where ~ lies between tl and t2. Set 6 = min{61,62}. Then for t l , t2 E [0, 1], [tl - t2 [  < 5, 
[(Ty) (tl) - (Ty)(t2)[ < ~, (9) 
which shows that TB(O, a) is equicontinuous on [0, 1]. 
We next claim that  T : B(8, a) --~ B[0,1] is continuous. Assume that {yn}~ 0 C B(8, c~) 
and yn(t) converges to yo(t) uniform on [0, 1]. Hence, {(Tyn)(t)}n~=l is uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous on [0, 1]. The Arzela-Ascoli Theorem tells us that there exist uniformly convergent 
subsequences in {(Ty,O(t)}~= 1. Let {(Tyn(m))(t)}~=, be a subsequence which converges to v(t) 
uniformly on [0, 1] and {A~(m)}~=l converges to fi~. In addition, 
uo(t) <_ (Tyn) (t) < us(t). 
Put 
[a,b] = {t e [0,11 : u~(t) >_ maxuo(t) > 0}. 
Then [a,'b] C (0, 1) and {An} C [a, b], where An is the maximum point of (Tyn)(t) in (0, 1). Thus, 
(Ty~)(A~) = ~pl f(r,y~(r)) dr ds 
b(; ) 
<_ ~;1 (qs) fo ~;~ p(r) dr ds, 
/2 (/; ) (Tyn)(An) = ~;1 f(r ,  yn(r)) dr ds n t~ 
~;1 (qa) ~;1 p(r) dr ds. 
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Notice that  {' (/; ) fo ~p 1 f (r,y~(r)) dr ds, 0 < t < An, 
(Tyn) (t) = 1 s 
~ppl(j  i f(r, yn(r))dr)ds, An<t<l .  
n 
Inserting y~,(,~) and An(,~) into the above and then letting m --~ oc, we obtain 
J i  ~p I f (r, yO(r)) dr d8, 0 ~ t ~ A, 
v(t) = 
~" ~;l(f;f(~,y,,<))d~) ds, A<t<l,  
~tlld 
(10) 
cV 
ttere we have applied Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. From the definition of T, 
we know that  v(t) ==- ( ry0)(t )  on [0, 1]. This shows that each subsequence of {(ry,)(t)}~=, 
uniformly converges to ( ryo) ( t ) .  Therefore, the sequence {(Ty,~)(t)}~= 1 itself uniformly conw~rges 
to (Tyo)(t). This means that T is continuous at Y0 E B(O,a). Therefore, T is continuous 
on B(O,a) since go E B(O,a) is arbitrary. Thus, the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem implies that. T : 
B(0, ct) -4 B[0, 1] is compact map. I 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. It is easily verified that y(t) is a positive solution. +* y is a fixed 
point of the map T in C+[0, 1], 
{, ) fo ~p I f(r,y(r))dr ds, O < t < A, 
f ~pl(JA f(r,y(r))dr)ds, A<t<l .  
By Lemma 2.1, T : B~ --~ B[0, 1] is a compact map. We next claim that T satisfies Corollary 1.1. 
(i) Vy E OB~, Ilyll0 = a. I fy  is convex, 9~(s) <_ y(s) <_ a, s E [0, 1]. (H2) implies that  
/: ) /; (/; / IITylI0 = ~;1 f(r,y(r)) dr ds = qap 1 f(r,g(r)) dr ds 
<-maX{fo1/2~71(fs 1/2p(r):qe[g.(~),~lmax q(y)dr~] ds, (12) 
× qa; 1 p(r) max q(y)dr ds <_ct. 
/2 /2 ye[9,~(~),~] ] 
(ii) Vy E OBZ, IIY[[0 =/3. If y is convex, 9~(s) <_ y(s) </3, s E [0, 1]. (H3) implies that  
) f: (/; ) : fJo q'9;1 f(r,y(r))dr) ds = cp~ 1 f(r,y(r)))dr) ds IlTyllo 
_> min ~;1 min f(r,y)dr ds, (13) 
os uE [g,~(r),/3] 
x -1 min f(r,y) dr ds >_ ~. 
/2 yE[~(~).~] 
So, BVP (1) has at, least one solution y E C 1 [0, 1], ~p(y') E C(0, 1), and 2 < llgll0 <- (~. I 
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REMARK 2.1. The  proof  is not  completed  by using the Schauder  f ixed-point  theorem because 
f ( t ,  y) is not  monotone  about  y in (0, co). 
REMARK 2.2. For the par t i cu lar  case of p = 2, the condi t ion 0 < f~/2~(f¢/2p(r)dr)ds + 
• 1 -1 .s J1/2 ~v (Jl/2P(r) dr )ds  < co is equiva lent  o t(1 - t)p(t) e nl [0 ,  1]. 
COaOLLAaV 2.1. Suppose (H1) satisfies and f ( t ,  y) is nondecreasing about y in (0, co). In 
addition, assume 
(H4) ~a > t3 > 0, such that 
(i) max{f2/2~:~'(f)/2f(r,a)dr)ds, f]/2~;t(fi/2f(r,c~)dr)ds} <_ c~, 
minr f  1/2l]0 -1 ,  el~2 s ~p (is f(r, gz(r))dr)ds, f l2~-l(f l /2f(r,  gz(r))dr)ds} >/3" (iO / P 
(iii) ~ to C (0, 1), sud~ that f(to,  O) > O. 
Then BVP  (1) has at least one solution y ~ CI[0,  1], ~v(y '  ) E C(0,  1), and/3 <_ Ilyll0 -< ~. 
REMARK 2.3. For  the  boundary  value prob lem 
(~p (y'))' + f(t, y) = 0, t ~ (0, 1), 
(14) 
y(0) = 0, j (1 )  = ~, 
we have a similar result. It is omitted. 
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